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Statistic Value

Total Responses 14



1. What was your overall impression from the conference?

Text Response

Great venue, agenda and participants.

Brilliant organisation, excellent presentations, fruitful discussions, friendly atmosphere

A great beginning for an important mission that I hope will see a brilliant future going forward.
The success of the conference is in my opinion not only due to the relevance and importance of its contents, but also to the
excellent organization around the whole event.

very good, short and dynamic presentations, inspiring discussions and netowrking

Big step forward with setting up and ABSL CZ very proud to be a part of it. ABSL CZ will support the growth of SSC in CZ, but as
well establish a platform for official networking, sharing experiences, get more data published that we all can gain from.

very good, very well prepared and organized, thank you to all team

Very good, great organisation, nice premises.

good start

It's been very good and useful conference.

one of the most productive and open conference I have seen this year

lots of topics and lots of to do, interesting people

Very professional, day filled with interesting presentations.

Very positive. Appreciate focus on Czech Republic. Professional, simple and down to the point.



2. How would you rate the effectiveness of the conference in
terms of presenting findings which were us...

# Answer Response %

1 Very Ineffective 0 0%

2 Ineffective 0 0%

3 Neither Effective nor Ineffective 0 0%

4 Effective 8 57%

5 Very Effective 6 43%

Total 14 100%

Statistic Value

Min Value 4

Max Value 5

Mean 4.43

Variance 0.26

Standard Deviation 0.51

Total Responses 14



3. What would you consider as the most useful elements of the
conference and why?

Text Response

Networking
Speech of the reps from CzechInvents and MPO - it is useful realizing that they employ smart people who mean it and that the
button must clearly be pushed on politicians.

presenting sector trends based on real achievements, overall business information, forming the direction of the market voice,
panel discussion and networking, authorities present

The round table at the end, as well as the networking breaks here and there have exponentially increased the value of the event.

PWC presentation and netowrking

Survey results, Speakers, Finding out more about the trends of potential trends in SSC businesses.
I would also appreciate if we could create a platform e.g if we trying to buy new product ( application, software) which we unsure
if any other SSC in Czech Rep has an experience with – be able to share with the relevant SSC experience if they would
recommend it or not and why..

everything was focused on CZ market, not CEE or worldwide trends etc.

Interstesting topics, interesting people, common topics and issues, very good idea.

discussion panels. Good possibility to exchange experiences and opinions.

I believe attending the conference is very useful in order to exchange the information, knowledge and experience

panel dicussion



Text Response

Information about BSC in the world and CEE, statistics

SSO sector survey and outline - necessity of defining the sector and its size in the Czech Republic.
Networking

Speech by Tom B. from Hackett. Definitelly a great insight into what is happening in the BPO/SSC arena today. There are many
data and researches available outthere these days, but the way Tom did it, was awsome.

3. What would you consider as the most useful elements of the
conference and why? (continued)



4. What could we improve for the next annual conference?

Text Response

Avoid errors / misleading presentation of information in slides - examples: number of graduates, source of SSC investments, no
reference to Edwards as founding member.

A lot of participants were taking notes so I believe a nice touch for the next conference would be the provision of temporary
tablets on which the participants could be taking notes, and forward them to their personal mailboxes at the end of the event.

We shoud continue with data collection - this could also mean by coming up with a way how to create certain report more often.
We could learn here from Poland how often and what kind of data is being regularly available for the member of ABSL.
The other side of our data should be able to give a view to the potencional investors if they consider to set up/relocae SSC to
Czech Rep.
Get more speaker from the members of ABSL for the next one. Ask members what are the hot topics they would like to hear
about or look more into it.

more case study from real business

More space closer to buffet for more people. We were trying to spread in the hall, but it was harder to reach with the remaining
guests. If the space is large enought (but not much) we can spend the time closer to each other and networking more intiutively.

size and length. Difficult for the first time, but next year try to increase the number of people and also the length of the agenda.

To add new instruments of the policy to support the BSC/TC.

Maybe "labeling" who is who - eg. name tag in 1 color for BPO providers, another color SSCs, another color 3rd parties providing
support... just a thought.



5. Are you an ABSL member?

# Answer Response %

1 Yes 9 64%

2 No 5 36%

Total 14 100%

Statistic Value

Min Value 1

Max Value 2

Mean 1.36

Variance 0.25

Standard Deviation 0.50

Total Responses 14



6. Would you consider joining ABSL following the conference ?

# Answer Response %

1 Yes 2 40%

2 No 0 0%

3 Maybe 3 60%

Total 5 100%

Statistic Value

Min Value 1

Max Value 3

Mean 2.20

Variance 1.20

Standard Deviation 1.10

Total Responses 5



10. Comments: Is there anything else you wish to share with us?

Text Response

No

Thank you very much for gathering so much SSC/BPO power under one roof:-)
Very inspiring and motivating, especially for the smaller companies in the lower-cost region, trying to break
through outside the big cities. We have been located in Pardubice.

Example of the successful big players willing to share their valuable experience has had enormous influence on
the improvement of the Czech business environment in general.
Thank you again and you will hear from us soon through the membership application.

Not at this moment.

I am really proud of being part of the ABSL CZ and looking forward to do more….

no, thank you for your effort and good luck for the future

Great event and initiative. Our company is joining ABSL. Many thanks to all for the effort invested and
contribution.


